The villain known as Shark began his existence as an ordinary tiger shark. He was accidentally exposed to nuclear radiation and mutated into a highly intelligent and super-powered bipedal shark. Shark received amazing powers but also retained his natural instincts and began hunting prey.

When he encountered Green Lantern, Shark discovered a man who had no fear, and also Green Lantern’s weakness to yellow. Shark tried to leverage this knowledge, but was reverted back to his original form. Shark returned several times and fought Green Lantern and other heroes, each time with a different temperament and powers.

**PERSONALITY**

Shark’s mind is just as unstable as his genetics. At times he is a master planner able to dethrone Aquaman, other times he is barely able to speak, his mind subsumed by pure instinct.

**POWERS & ABILITIES**

Shark is a highly evolved tiger shark. He can swim at incredible speeds, breathe underwater and has superhuman strength. His exposure to radioactive waste makes his genetic structure unstable; at times he has displayed vast mental powers and the ability to instill fear in others and devour their minds.

**REAL NAME:** Karshon  
**OCCUPATION:** Super Villain  
**BASE:** Mobile